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I propose to discuss and then expand on a'sociolinguistic approach which

.
promises.to bring us closer to capturing the total picture of language attitudes

and langyage behavior-among U.S. Hispanic and;oiher bilingual populations. The

techniqUe is termed 'relational bilingualism" by:it inventor, Jacd'Ornstein.
, .

He first brought forth this technique in 1973; it was first presented in print

in brnstein 1978. A

Ornstein begins by/ladvocating a moratorium on psychometric approaches to .

bilingualism, as he .s convinced that."the examination of bilingualism, y. such
..

. .,

means as reaction time.tests and other psycholinguistic ileasures, in'inote nr
.

.

,

less artificial contexts, may have reached the point of diminishing returnS by

now"-(19,78:149). In_this regard he cites E.C. Malherbe, yho commented at the

1967 Iriternational Conference on the Description and ,Measurement of Bilingualism'

(see Malherbe 1969):

Lt is"doubtful whether .ilingualism per se 'can be measured apart

from,the situation in which it is to function in the social context in

which a particular individual Operates7TTEiguistically. The only

practical line of approach to this complicated problem which I can
suggest is to assess 'bilingualiSm' in terms of certain social and

occupational demands_plapractical nature-in a particular society.

Here again the criterion is to be 'bilingualism for what'. Purpose

and function are the main determinants.
4

just when psychometrics approached tke brink and began to teeter, along

came variable-icules sociolinguistics.to save the day, or so Ornstein argues:

fundamental changes of emphasis weee promised by the advancing methodologies

of Fishman, Gumperz, Labov, Hauge,n, and otherswhom Ornstein.cites as variously

advocating micro-sociolinguistic approaches to societal bilingualism (Fishman
f1,4,

1972;250-55 and 302), interaction,of small groups with language communities

w (Gumperz 1964) in terms of individupl possession of X,number of codes or stxles'

amounting to a linguistic repertoire; peer-group affiliation as both function

and product of varying language styles used, (Labov, 1970), and the like. The

upshot then is that nov, may be the right time "to start shifting the umphasis

radically from the linguistic to the societal dimension" (Ornstein 1978:149).
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Ornstein proposes to do so with "relational bilingualism," which he defines

as a technique in which "the general focus would he on the bilingual/bicultural

individual and how he exists arid functions within society and the Lsmall groups''
."

and greater society to which he belongl"'(1978:149). ReleXional bilingualism

would be concerned with questions such as: What are the possible relationships

of bilingual ttatus "tO other personal characteristics as well as to the sOcM

variables of a 'dependent' type? How do bilinguals fare,,perform, and compete
vo

.in the various domains of living crucial to them, bicoMparison with Monolingugils?

How do bilihguals and bidialectals measure up against monolinguals" in' school

and elsewhere? The method, in short, ixtends (1978:150)

... the basic concept of 'functional' as ordinarily used among linguists
to cover both the linguistic and the societal.axes. The )inguistic di-
mension pays attention to the'facts about [the bi1ingu41'41ability
to perform in the'various language varietieslie possesses,while the
societal one concerns itself with how these . . . may relate to then'
roles played by him'in society; in comparison with a 'homogeneous' e

monolingual/monocultueal

Relational bifingualism4 then, relates "bilingual/bicultural status (as an in-
.

dependent variable) to other societal variables, be'tlfey demogrephic, socio-

logical, psychological, educational, or the like" (tibial); Ornstein in his own

, study of El Paso informants specifically compares all the following to each

other: father's education, mother's edUcation, social class, Spanish at work,
.

-Spanish at home,'in the "overall ehvironment," in college, in church, in recrea-

,tion, number of Oblings, assimilatibn problems (by which we presume assimi)a-

tion to the ecOnomically dominant if, in El Paso, numerically smaller Anglo-

,American society--note that In El Paso 'Anglo-American' is defined popUlarly as

any persop not entirely of Mexican descent,'the qualifier being necessary to

account for the not insignificant mixed-ethnic population), militancy attitude,

difficulty of college Spanish (apparently "coursework in Spanish language and

literature at the college level"), language preference, English capability,

Spanish capability, importance ofF-61i.sh, total score of language use, high

\



schopl rank,' .grade point average, math and verbal scores on the SAT, and six

types of oral and written scores derived from compositions undertaken and tnter-

views held In.conjunction with Ornstein's "Sociolinguistic Studies on° Southwest
. ,

Bilingualism" projett,at the Univ. of Texas-El Paso in the early 'seventies.
%

The above list of varidbles is impressAve, yet inevitably my criticism

; has the following thru'st: not that it was insufficiently long. but that tt

went nowhere as far as it could in its search for factors motivating attitudes

which in't6rn can be hypo,thesized as influencing pefforMatice--in shortilangoge
.

.

behavior,*and what, in the individual'i socioeconomic br. psychological-historical

background, gives rise to it. (In all fairness I should add that computational .

difficulties apparently prevented'Ornstein anCassociates from analyzing the

full gamut of-variatles originally ircluded in their 'background questionndire.)

Ornstein's findings, then, while useful, serve to illustrate boththe limitations

of the data base.of this particular study and the circumscription to which .all

a priori studies such as this one subject themselves to. As i will argue below,

a list of variables tan only achieve explanatey sufficiency if Vie search in-°

cludes what I am'going to term historical-psychological protraits of (in this

case)* bilingual subjects.

Before I contribute to the hopefully nascent sub-field of sociolinguistic .

historical*-psychological portraiture, I will briefly review the findings of .

Ornstein 1978, pointing out what he learned and what he did not.

It,is not surprising that Ornstein discovered Positive relationships be-
*go

tween good command af written English on the part of his 30 test subjects and

high scores on Scholastic Aptitude Tests, high grade point averages, and the

like. Even at a university which like UTEP makes oertain course and even test-

ng accomoUtions to that small but growing, significant and often wealthy per-.

4 centage of its population Which daily commutes from Ciudad Jugrei, directly

across the Mexican border, most classes andriilost standardized evaluations con.
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tinue to be in English.. No insighri''S, into Osycho-history are needed to explain
.

these ftndings% Ornstein also ',tarried that while coMbitled overall Spanish per-
,

formance has a significant positive correl,ation.witli combined English perfor-
. ,

Anct it 'dads not correlate with written English'skill. He also food that

"high school Spanish courses showed no correlation with performanee in Spanish
T /

on our test, wheteas the taking of such courses at ?the college level hid a strong
S.

a

'relationship mitheperformance in the Written Spanish skill" (1978:162); in ail

-. ,

likelihoad not psycho-history but simple coMmon sense is needed to conclude that

students who knew theypossessed -some expertise in written 'Spanish were pre-

cisely the.ones who decided to sign up for coursework in elementary written

Spanish: Interestingly, self-evaluation of Spanish skills "relates positively

with actual performance, but self-evalilation of English skills does not" (1978:5r

162)--an indication perhaps, that since English is the language that the worlds

of work anti' school north of the border take most seriousiy, it is also the

language4he possession.of skills in whiéh might cause the timid to -underrate.
Nc

.(for, fear of being "found out" ofi the job. Or elsewhere?) but the' highly confident

to overrate. Here then is a question for the psycho-historian .to tackle. (He

or she may be confounded--or not--by another finding of Ornsteim's that "ho re-
.

lationship. appeared to exist between attribution-of the importance of Engl ish

skills and actual performance in English," a statement open 'to various inter-

pretations.)

Very useful, as Ornstein puts it, referring to findings of Grebler, Moore

and Guzma (1970), in "breaking down some long-held and cherished beliefs about

bilinguals/biculturals in our society" (1978:163) are the following conclusions:

that attitudes of loyalty to Syanish and English appeared to have no significant

..,r.elation to performance in either, and that attitudes of loyalty to Mexican-

American and Anglo cultures respectively appeared to have no meaningful corre-
=

lation with performance in either Spanilh or English. Grebler et al . however



were basing their conclusions on surveys conducted in San Antonio and Los

Angeles, and as we can learn from the Los'Angeles-based'findings of David Lopez

in his important "Chicano Language Loyalty in an Urban Setting" (1978), per-

formance or indeed the very ability to function in Spanish is greatly diminished

in Los'Angeles at leat by the end of the th'ird generation, except, perhaps,

among small bands of language loyalists. What is more, peither Los Angeles.nor

San Antonio is located on. the Mexican border. A possible consequence of El

Paso's borderline location is that Spanish is so ubiquitous and therefore so ,

necessary (or perhaps the opposite?; no matter--a mutual reinforcement is
,kk

clearly atwork) that proficiency in.at least its informal.spoken repertoires

is simply taken for granteq4i similarly, in El Paso no language "loyalty" is
0

needed to obyjate diminution or extinction; it should be noted that in my three

and a half years of teaching Mexican-American students and meeting them socially

I have never encountered one who did not have at least some proficiency in Span-
,

4.

ish4 More interesting to the psycho-historian is Ornsteins conclusion that

"a greater amount of use of Spanish in 'mainstream' 4ontacts (that is, in'wok,

school.and formal domains) correlates positively with acknowledgment of adjust:4

ment problems to the dominant Anglo culture" (1978:162) in those areas of the

City where it is .dominant.

This, then (tcgether with a brief conclusion about the lack of correlation
c

between pro-Chicanoist militancy and linguage preference), constitutes the sum

of the findings of this particular exercise in relational bilingualism as ap-

plied by.Ornstein to 30 stulents at UTEP. In what follows I will attempt to

show that a..psycho-historical expansion of relational 5ilingualism can, if not.

prove (i.e., empirically) the vitality or insignificance of other. insights, then

at leastaid (through individual anecdotes, narratively set forth) in the dis-

covery-of these insights, which-in turn can be quantified empirkally at some

future date.



Where Ornstein used 30 subjects, I use ,Oly two. Both are former studthits.

It should be stressed that both are now friends,of mine; this is significant

because I am convinced that only by having established bona fide associatiens

with my two informants was I able to be a party to those crucial off4and
41.

comments that reveal', unwittingly, so very much about motivation and behavior.

I should add that on thos'e few occasions when I was obligated to.ask airect

questions so as to fill in vaiious gaps, the resultant responses though freely

given were nonetheless accompanied by a certain embarragsment, Proving yet

again that language.beha-vior constitutes a sensitive pegt of the core of'human,

personality, and, like sexuality,,can only be gotten at through indirection,

by partlipant-observers.

My first friend/informani is R. As a 21-year:old El Pasorborn-and-raised

Mexican-American, R's background,closely approximates what I knoWto be the

typical background of many of the 30 students Ornstein surveyed in the earlym

1970's.

R is the oldest offs-Pring of a Chicano father (a.skilled laborer raised

from infancy in El Paso"though born in Mexico) and a Mexican-raised moiher. The .

family owns their own home in a lower middle-class neighborhood which is now
tb

about 90% Hispanic but whiCh was ethnically balanced when R first entered

school 16 years ago. This historical fact is critical and, together with R's

tendency toward conformism, goes a long way toward explaining how R acquired

English', and how well. Though R' father is a balanced.though underdeveloped

bilingual, R's mother's bilingualism is. strongly Spanish-dominant with onl)

limited receptive skills in English (it should be mentioned thlat in Et Paso it

is entirely possible to live out one's Life in Spanish in all domairo in'most

neighborhoods). Over the years, R's mother has continued to,insist that.she

receive only Spanish both within alid outside the-hme from husband and. children

alike. Predominance of Spanish as a -home language was reinforced by thd pre,
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sence, at home, of two older half-sisters the prodacts of R's mother's iirst

marriage in Mexico. Thus bycage five when R had fii.st begun.venturing out

into the wider neighborhood, he was essentially monolingual in Spanish though

he does recall knowing a little English as a retult of his father's having

spoken 't to him on occasion, and'through watching television.

ccording.to his seif-report, R entered first grade with 1,1some". receptive,

s in English, these hairing been picked up through neighborhood associk

//!ions. It was at'thii point that hetook the.quantum leap into bilingualism.

That leap was prompted by his realization (no doubt justified--bear in minds that

the year whs 1963) that the Engiiih-monolingual tevher favored children who
4 .

could speak English. He then by his own account began tO associht:e mainly with

those schoolmatgwhose preferred language was English (this'number included

youngsters from both ethnic groups hnd of Engliih-monolingual as well as'SpanishL

English bilingual backgrounds). Again by self-report R had become fluent in

English by the start of the foflowing school year. .

It was at-this point that R's time became bilingual as,the kll-known

tern set in (for a recent manifestation Of which see Roger Cole, "Divergent
4 4

and Convergent Attitudes.Toward thq; Alsatian Dialect," T975, visl vis Allemanic

to French hone language switches prompted by children): the four,children, fed

Ai

by older brother Ri used,the linguage of the school for purpo'S.es of inter-

sibling communicdtiog, and gradually extended that language to preferred tongue

of interlocution with the one parent (the father) who not only spoke it but who

alliermittea it to be used with him. Present language use patterns in R's

home (I should add that like most UTEP students he lives at home and commutes

to campusrare therefore Predictablie: English is used roughly 90% of the time,

forecommunication between R, his two younger sisters both still at home, and his

younger brother; mhen Spanish,is used (the remaining self-reported 10 per'cent

of the timel it is for purposes.of, as R Puts it, "emphasis," i.e., the well-

9

410



known device of foregrounding. Yet Spanish .is very much alive as a home language:

0R's mother sees to that. The family rule of thumb is that all verbal inter-

action involving the mothaer must take art in Spanish even 61ough'the mdther

not directly addressed by the particular conversational turn; thus in a-speech

event involving R; his brother, his two siSters, his father, and his mother, the
,

sole language is Spanish. With the departure of the mother, however, the medium

of exchange becomes Etyish.

Viewed as ,a setting or domain, however, the "honle" is clearly a biltnguall

entity, though it is evident that the prtme factor guaranteeing Spanish main-

tenance is the mother. Yet the mother is best viewed as.a sort of spoke in

vast Spanish reinforcement machine since R's- family is regularly visited by

(and regularly visits) a small army of the mother's parents, aunts and uncles, .
4

cousins, in-laws, godparents, godchildren, and friends from Chihuatiui city; 242

miles 'to the south of El Paso. .(Thq,sless-numerous-relatives of the father on

the other hand are hardly ever related to, with the exception of an aunt t;iho

lives in California and'who speaks to all but R's mother in Englishthough the

aunt t..,y 'profession.is a Spanish teacher!). As younger children, R.and his sib-

lings were, frequently taken on visits to Chihuahua and, R himself has internal-
.

ized this particular v:Pute to.the extent that he visits Chihuahua, alone or

with relativeS or choolmates, about three times a year.

Strong countervailing forces, thenwlicit and ,thorough equation of

"school" as an English-speaking domain coupled with aeademic over-achiever at7

titudes and results, plus consistent Participation in English-only school ac-

tivities such as editing the highschool newspaper and serving, at UTEP, as
,

chairman of a major student-faculty committee, paired off swith well-maintained

ties to the interior, of Mexico along with full-scale retention of Spanish as

the (literally) mother tongue at homehave served to develop in R a wide range

of superficially antithetical 'attitudes toward language, toward language use in

,ts
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the home domain and in Societyand toward-ethnic aggruPations icientitiab1e in
- . .,..

part by language or language behavior.

To give some examples: On the qne hand,. R is, current,ly worried about what
a

he perceivel to be his.three nieces' "slowness" in acquiring.Engrish (the three
. .

are the pre-school-age children of one of his older half-sigters who, riow divorced ,s

and working full-time, teplarly leaves them with R'_s mother during the 4,ay). 'On

t.kie other hand, R is qujte .critical ôf certain_ Mexica4-American friends of his'
a es-

whose command of Spanish is, as he puts it, "abicenp," i.e., poor-. ,1s com-
6 . . : .

plex of ethnosocial attitudes is at first blush contraaictory, 'and represents. ... .

an interesting variaVion-on die theineof diVided layilty; while on' thew one hand.
, g :'.... .

.
he has vOiced severe criticism of not only Mexico`.butof,Mexicans (tO' the extent -

. ..,
. .

of telling me a long series of genUinely "obscepe". Mex-icanjokes on occasion),
4 ci

On theother hand he has_an aimost mystical belief in the ability ortlekican_
t .

oil to., improve Mexico, and is sensitive to out-grotfk ct:iticism. of Mexico; that' ; ;
0 6 I .

' I'. *-4. 7
is not in accord with his 'own perpptions of that countrylsrea'lity. In light''+ . .

-.. . c
.:.! ., .

e. .., 4.

cif his worHes over the'tiiree' nieCes' failure's Ito -pia up Engl ish at ap early'
.

. .
1.- w .

,
, ...), ,

age% it is- revealing -i'hatt he beca4 quite emotionail in the tirrof 1978 about'... , .
.

..
e

.,.
the locally famous "Resendez I case in which a Mexican-American was fired from

,
. ,

' his job as clerk in the mailroom at. El .Paso's Bank ,b,t añEngiish-

mcin;.)lingual blaCk supervtsor whol having established an English-only policy in

his section of operations, objhcted to Resêndez's..speaking Sparash duiring work

hours. (When the local. court ruted in favor of the bank, which.Reséndez had
*),

sued, -a 'boycott was organized, demonstrations we're held, much money was reportedly
.4 O

withdrawn, and -the supervisor ya's last seen sign.Ing urfor night cburses in '
C
Spanish2) j shoilld add that while Rstrongly supported ,Reséndez's .right

use.Spanish on the job, father, whd was Spinish-dominanl.for a much long;r2..

time that'll, took the oOposite stance.
.

While R himself shows relatively few pf the oral stigmata,of bilingualism.
dl

4..

*so
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in,that his command of English is totally native ZiafteiA toiree years of my hearing

.him spea'k it, the only feature:of phonoldgy, grammar, lexicon gr intonation that
-.

I find ;ttributablefr tcr non-nativeness ,whether prioary'or secondary is a tendency --. / . .

to produce%) higher perCentage of non-schtiaed morksegmental
.

sirigular inGlefigite,
. articles'than would the hypothetical average. native A4lomoriophone, thus, greater.

freque\ncy of /aibateihs/ than of fa1b.ztaha6,,st", etc.) ,and hii commanof -'.'
i

ae .

-Spanith native es well,: R is 'nonetheless quite aware of and worHed atiOut his

ina,bility to perform well in -the nrolects of Spanish v*ihile discussing certain .

. . ,- - .
. g

loVics, espedially, of course, "school". topics, given that his, education has
'

been uniformly anglophone with the exception of two semesters' worteh of first-

year -cdurse work in "Spanish for Nati)ie 'Speakers" UTEP. Periodkal 1..y R tal ks
. \

of taking a,..summer off to study in Mexico,\yet his Pans to do so keep.,getting

postponed becau se of-self-generated pressures to finish up at UTER and then rlove
. . .

'on to:graduate woi-k iin-bugi,ness or laws Relatiyely free of..stigmata, R is.
... t .

..
.

, ,_,---

also' high13, adept at determini.n6 wI2ich language or combination of lar*ages ..-

to use with which interlocutor. Shoriiy before ptittihg ticese observations to,- f
1f '1 .

...------ - , il

. paper I del ibérately engaged R in a 1orl discussi.on ibetit4bis strategies for ne-
<

gotiating; lari more often, for *rapidly deciding on language choice, especially
,

. .. .

with .interlocutors not previously known to him., As I believe to be true of

most Mexican-American bilingUdis. in EPPaso, R's skills in this area are. highly
. ..,

developed and'reminiscent of thosd described by Monica Heller (1978), eporting

. on lariguagé chofte negotiations ,in
v

Montreal. -Merely by' limitinirnyserf to an
.,

.
analysis of R's self-report- on .lahguage-choice strategies I would-have endugh.

. .

,material for a separate' monograph, so wh'at follQws hert, is a AteryErief enciP-
, .

. .40. 0#* . .f. 1 8

'. ... .
. sulation o'f those tactics for initiating conversations-with persoris uni<nown to-..-.. ..- . f .....0 . .

!. - . . .. . . 0s
. .
. ' him and whom hr., has yet to-hear s)3leek: . ........_ .. , (

tor' .
. .",

. . A11. Anglos art.addresse'ei'in English.': Those' few pet'sons whose pigmentation,. . .. .
s

. 4
hair, rhannet of thtessing pr kinesics do not suffice to-assign thgm an ethnic

. . ..1.

1 I
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classification are 'spoken to in EnglishKbut hesitatingly, sinc6 on suc,h occa-

sions k expects the interlocutor. to' prwide the clue. Hispanics whose clothes
v,

and gestures designate them as from Ciudad JuSrez or elsewhere in Mexico are

given Spani;h; older Mexicarf-Americans (middle-aged and up) are given Spanish;

lounger Mexican-Americans are usually given English unless the setting is Ohe

..

of:,the several El Paso neighborhoods in which Spanish is known to pred, ninate
0,e '

.

4IN ..,
in all dumains (i.e., where Spelish is the base lanpuage among all Hispanics
.., 4 . .

of all generations). R admitt' thA the greatest diffitulty in Tanguage choice

involves,Mexicdn-Americans of roughTY his own generation in non-IT.Tio settings

such as the UTEP campus. His strategy there is generally to attemp to overhear

a given potential \nterlotutor verbally interacting with other Mexica cAmericans

, 0 the same generation before decidinIg which language to use or whether ,to use

both (in .code-switching); however if such is met possibl e, .R will initiate the

0

Interaction Engl ish, all the while, closely pbserving his interlocutor res-

pdinses to determine whether a switch 'to Spanish would be wise.

There are other dimensions to R's sociolinguistic personality which must

-be mentioned if a full explanation of his behavior is to emerge, yet I will

wait. to name them until after I have begun providing a paistrail af my second
Of

?rend/informant, L.

Asomplete SES portrait of Lond R would produce an, almost identical set

4

of figures. Both'are of 'an acje (L is one year younger than R), both were born

in El"Paso, both are Mexican-American, b9th are upperclassmen at UTEP, both'are

sons of blue-col4r fathens, both have several brothers and sfsters younger than-

4

they, both intend to do graduate work,. both #re actually the products of the

, same 'grade school 'and the same highschool and even 1 ive in the same neighbor-

hood, in' tact on the same street, four blocks from each other (I should add

that thpy 'are only superfici ('y acquainted). Yet a description..bf the language

attitudevand languabe behavior' of 4 yields a very difierent set.of

i

0

,
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from those ascribed to R.

L was a student of mine ioa Spanish for native-speakers class (though not

at the same time as R). Whereas R as a student was quiet, almost shy, seldom

volunteering answers or asking questions during class, L was extremely out-going,

frequenily.responding to requests for information, often interjecting appropriate
:)

and well-timed wisecracks into class discussions,'and occasionally coming up to

consult with me after class--always in Spanish. (R would also sometimes drop by

after class, though he would invariably address me in English. I should add that

these Freshman-level classes are Supposed to be taught only in Spanish and that

these directives are faithfully followed, at least by the faculty. Yet a. certain

percentage.of students'uses mostly English when initiating requests for information

frum the professor as opposed to responding to the professor!cs request for an an-
.

z-sWer. Though no research.has been' performed on whether the same percentage of

English is used when addressing Anglos who teach these courses as when addressing

,Hispantc teachers--such research would be fruitless fn any case since of the
0

eleven faculty who are teaching those courses this year, only one is Anglo--

anecdotal 'evidence'confirms my suspicion that if the student who prefers or is

conditioned to use English -in all classroom settings perceives that the teacher

has any working command of English and any willingness to receive that language,7

. such a student will use English, contrary to course goals.)

. L, then, became fixed in my mind as a Hispanophone loyalist perhaps eager

to extend usage of Spanish to domainS presently not favoring it according to

El Paso's overall rulers of speaking (an impression confirmed by a composition of
4

L's protesting what 4e correctly perceived to be the pro-English "tilt" of the

highschool both he and. R attended, which though long ago having abolished its

, "No'Spanish" rule has nonetheless resisted suggestions that Spani.sh be given

,co-official status as a working language on campus). Bi-valent polarization

of personality, however, is perhaps nowhere better Illustrated than in the case

14
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of L, who, Ideology and in-class or class-proximate language behavior notwith-

standing, since the end of the.course has consisicntly addressed me in Engl.ish

wherever we meet. I shuuld note that his English though perfectly native Anglo,

phone in syntax and 1.exicon is shonetheless moderately typical of what has been

termed "Chicano English" by Garland Bills (1977), Allan Metcalf 1979):and

others: An intonation pattern divergent from that of Anglo English dialects

in that it represents a sort of compromise between Spanish syllable-timing and

a
English stress-timing; a lower-than-Anglo-English'percentage of schwas in un-

stressed syllables; a less-than-tomplete iSpiration of voiceless stops in en-

vironments other than pqst-sibilant, etc.

L's personal rules of speaking which language.to whom also differ markedly

from R's. L for example will invariably choose Spanish as the language with

which to initiate verbal.ipteraction with all personsof Mexican ancestry on

both sides of the border.- When asked whether hemould insist on continuing in

Spanish even though his nterloCutor switched tojnglish or gave out cues (such

'as hesitancy, lack of cooperation, anger, etc.) of eigerness to do so, L indida-

ted he uould switch to.English though the other person would be lowered in,his

estimation for initiating or suggesting the switch. However, L's rules of

language choice agree with R's vis.1 vis Anrdlo interlocutors, as evidenced by

L's refusal to speak any more Spanish with me regardless of setting; initially

I had assumed that hts unwillingnesS to use Spanish with me stemmed from what

Simon R. Herman (1961). would refer to as the "predominance of the immediate

situation," in this case the fact that UTEP is viewed as an English-language

institution of higher learning, that our encounters took place on its campus,

that I am a professor at the institution, and that these meetings, taking place

'*as they,did in crowded hallways, were surrounded (so to speak) by persons who

might presumably view any Spanish-medium contact between Chicano and Anglo as

.contrary to community norms (I should add that at UTEP, Hispanics are still a

15
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numerical minority, though at roughly 40 percent a substantial one; in the
A

north-ofthe-border metropolitan area itself, Hispanics constitute at least

60 percent of the population). Nonetheless L continued to use only English

with me during subsequent visits to my office. When asked why he had used only

Spaniih with me in the classroom and near it, he replied "Because you speak it

well." When I wanted to know why he no longer spoke Spanish to me (a question

he was rOuctani 'to answer) he responded "Because it's pot your language." When

asked why certain,students (including some in the section he attended) p7.,ve me

English dureIng class, he theorized that "Ws because their Spanish isn't very

good"--a supposition contrary to fact in many ;instances.

To conclude this portrai_t of L, I turn to language-usage patterns and

attitUdes in his home,-where he, like R, is the older brother in a medium-sized

family. Again, the biographical da6 of L's and R's parents offer many similari-
ir

L's father was born in El Paso and L's mother in Mexico, from which she

emigrated as an adolescent. L's father is a Spanish-dominant bilingual; L's

mother theugh able-and wilUng to produce occasional English is almost as

Hispanophonein her bignguality as R's mother, i;e., she enjoys largely recep-

tive skills in English. If these and other background factOrs are similpx,'

though, language-behavior results (i.e., choices of language at home) are not.
is

L's family (according to his self-report) is of the code-switching persuasion,

a widespread solution to the ever-present bilingual community problem of

language choice (i.e., of how to give as.little offense as possibl.e to sensi-

tive persons on both sides of the "fenceq. L reports tha,t he and his siblings

code-switch "all the Ulm," using neither language as the base (obviously this

self-eyaluation may be flawed, but nonetheless contrasts interestingly with R's

evaluations of same-generation home-language use). To be sure there are inter-
-.

generational and especially matrocentrjc differences between the percentage of

English involved in the switches, yet according WL's anecdotes, even his



, mother wIll switch into her limited English both inside aid outside the home--

something R's mother never does anywhere on any occasion when conversing with

membe s Jf her own Willy. In response tc.Vurther inquiry, L crmmended that

while he rcognized the benefits of knowing English well, it was immaterial to

him whether any younger relatives of hii'failed to acquire the language at any

early age, "since thiTy'll always pick it up later when they're forced to in

school," just as he indicated after he had ceased to be my student that he

could "care less" about expanding or,adjusting his Spanish lexicon and ortho-
. e

draphy to conform to educated Mexican norms, "since I know more than.enough

Spanish to get along here in El Paso and when I go across the river to Juárez."

A clear pictUre of the differences.between R and L has now emerged. Both R

and Litre Spanisji language loyalists but in divergent ways--R is less tolerant

of "bad Spanish" among Mexican-Americans but more tplerant of their using c

English and personally more willing to use Engligh with other co-ethnics,- while

L expects them to confoam to his ideology vis 1 vis language selected (it should

be Spanish) but is more tolerant than R of socially marked features or of

features the product of English influence (which he, in turn, in his,own Spanish,

selectivgly used in class to a fae greater degree than did R). R di-savows code-

switching (though will use it with fellow ethnics fon whom it is clearly the

norm, albeit only inter- not intra-sententially, according to his own heated

assertion) while L employs it at home and with friends (in clear,contradiction

of earlier pronouncements about speaking "only Spanish" with all other Mexican-

Americans). R, in short, conforAmore to both Anglo language-use expectations

and to exocentric (in this case Mexican) attitudes regarding c, orrectness in

Spanish. L on the other hand operates in disconformity to both Anglo and'Mexi-

can standards; his attitudes and behavior patterns some would be quick,to say

are "typically Chicano."

What can account for these differences, in two persons from very similar

171
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ba,ckgrounds who live in close geographic proximity? How,.,in short (following

the lead of Derek Bickerton, 1971 and 1973) can individuals' linguistic per-*

formance and attitudes vary frcm common denominators with the result that

neighbors differ from neighbors?o

- So far I have given out most of the ches needed to solve this particular

puzzle but have held back on a rather crucial one, and, unpardon4ply, have

failed to give sufficient emphasis to clues that were mentionea almost in pass-

ing. I did so in part o as once again to be able to make critical reference

both to Ornstein 1978.andlo the sociolinguistic testing instrument on which

its findings were bawd.

For both L and R, a highly crucial element is.the-rale of the moeler: This

is especially true in R's case. Not odly,did R's mother receive,all net\formal

eduction in Mexico, she also received a fairly.formal education in Mexio-=

"

partly .into the preparatoria or, in U.S. terms, roughly through the last year

of highschool. ,likewise she did not leave Mexico until her late 'twenties.

Given 'her educational background it is proper to assume (as is indeed the ca 4

that she is of middle-class extraction, as are all the many relatives in.Chihua-

hua with whom such close contact is Maintained. L's mother on tha other d

though born and raised in Mexico arrived in E. Paso during a&lescence (t ugh

'after the critical'age of 13). Her formal education went through the eighth

-grade only. She is of working-class extraction. As is the case with R's mother,

frequent cOntacts are maintained with relatives, all of whom however lire in

El Paso.and all of whom are working-class SEA.
4

,The point is that had R and L filled out the BroLks et al. sociolinguistic

bacAround questionnaire (Brooks, Bonnie S. et al., 1972) which formed the basis

for the conclusions presented in4Ornstein 1978, just one of the 102 questions,

". no. 40, ,would have provided us-with anytbink-close to an insight into what ap-

paars to be a main motivating factor in the important attitudinal and behavioral
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differences between R and L. Question no. 40 asks: "How many years of school

did your mother complete? (Circle One)" The gridations are: Year 1-6; year

, 7-8; year 9--and then each subsequent numerical year through "year 19'(Doctor-

ate)." From these puints on a scale, L would have circled "year 7-8" (point 2),

R "year 11" (point 5, or perhaps "year 12" = point 6, though given the disparity

between educational systems he could legitimately have selected either). This

three- or four-point difference alone would not have pr'ovided that momentous a

clue; furthermore the point difference merely impliesla search for what the rest

of the questions on Brooks et al. do not make way for, -namely, the class-background

specOfics and the closeness of ties with ihe interioi- of Mexico. One

tion: only question no. 44 refers to visits to Mexico, but limits these to

Ciudad Jufirez and nowhere makes allowance for the possibility (clearly conduciVe

to creating attachments to Mexican prestfge norms in it'g caie) of visits to the

interior of Mexico, and, more importantly, for what purpose (I posit that a

Visit to relatives ow friends.will be of greater linguistic consequence than a

trip from town to tovin, hotel to hotel, in the company of other,persons from

El Paso--in fact R himself 'orefers to his visitsito thihuahua and the relatives

as "language immersion sessions," with the language of course being Spanish).

The strong influence of the mother and her kinship network and class back-

ground, then, seems to.explaisn R's spiultaneous allegiance to Mexican and Anjlo

norms. (The connection between maternal influence and allegiance to,Anglo

norms;.-th6ugh the mother resolutely speaks no Englishcan nonetheless be ex:

plained as a function of class and status and the mother's encouragement that

her children "achieve" in a largely Anglo-dominated society'.) Similarly,

absence ethese pressures would explain the absence.of such a twin allegiance

in L. Bft it does not offer much of a clue as to the presence in CO other

attitudes and behavior forms which R lacks..

The clue to L's divergencies lies nowhere in any of the 102 questions on
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Brooks et al. 1972, and especially not in question no. 9 ("Name and location of

last elementary school attended: Name/city/state/country") since as'I have indi-

Cated, I graduated from the same elementary school as did'R, and only a year

later. L, however, did not complete the greiter art of is elementary schooling

at.thdt particular,school, beceuse his family resided in another neighborhood

until L wa, about to enter the sixth grade; and this turns out to be the clue

that explains so,much of L's'Weltanschauung or attitudinal/behavioral complex.

from birth through age eltVen, L and family lived in south El Paso, also known.

as the Segundo Barrio (purpoftedly a calque of the English 'second ward'), which

is the one neighborhood in El Paso and probably the entire Southwest that is

held to typify'the tapital-letter Bart4io Chicano. All the'extensive literature

on pachucos makes reference to it (see Teschner et al. 1975, Bills et al: 1977).

--At _present, while only about 10% of the city's Mexican-descent population lives

in the 98-blat-Larea of the Segundo Barrio (whose geographical parameters/are,

on the west, south, and-iast,_the Rio Grande--whose contrete channel marks off

the international border between
,

the two-halves of our twin cities--anC on the
..-.._,_

, 0- ,-I., --
,

,

north, tfie railroad,yards and El Paso's downtown area);-the-Seguhdo is nonethe-
.

_

less belfeved by Anglos and Hispanics alike to represent the "eSsence" -1-o-f-C-h1=----__,_
, #

canismo, however defined or reacted`to (i.e., if one holds pro-Movement at.itUdesf

. ,

one relates positively9to the Segundo and what happens there). The 98-block

neighborhoOd,physically and socioeconomically is a standard inner-city sTum.

Polititally the Segundo has beenithe scene sinte the 'Ilia-1960's of' frequent

agitation, which continues tAay -Vie area's strategic location so proximate

ta freeways,4railroads, international bridges and tile downtowns of both cities

has made it a prime target for land speculators and industrial re-developers,,
9

so the current political issue is the preservation of the zone's residential

character (or what is left of it).

In any event, local Mexican-AmWcan folkwisdom asserts that it is'a ways

20
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possible to pick out persons who live or have lived in the Segundo Barrio by

their clotOng, manners, attitudes, and speech. I find this entirely plausible;4

children are adept at learning their larger communities' ways'of speaking and

behaving and at using these as yardsticks. Children also deVelop loyalties to

class, religion, group, sociolect, geolect or neighborhood, all the more so if
I

the group or lect or residential area has special salience. ,Such, then, is

what hdppened to L (in,fact when I told him what I had surmised he readily ad-
.

mitted it; earlier, through acquaintances, I hadjpieced tOg6thet comOlete

schooling and residentiel history). He formed many behavior.patterns ind loyal-

. .

ties in the Segundo Barrio and largelylretained them when he changed neighbor-

hoods and schools at age eleven. His retention was aided by two additional filc..?

tot:s:' (1) the influx intb this particular new neighborhood ,hy gthers from hii-

or other adjacent zones Where similar (though perhaps less.intense) attitudinal
.

configurations prevail; and (2) the dicluitomization and resultant rivalry between

"old kids" alid "new kids" that this influx produced.

R then was cAa;ly an "old kid" and L a "new kid".in ihat neighborhood at

that point in history. Communality of neighborhood, paternal SES ranking, eth-

nioity, generation, sex religion,'ydrental places of birth, school, and gentral

vocational aspfrations notw)thstanding, R and L turned out differently, in part

because of maternal attitudes,.qrpart because qf early childhood experiences:

. 14'
to'tlye two implications. The first is that the.Brooks et al. (1972) sociolinguis-

R and Cs-modest contributions to the sociopgy of language can be said
t-

tic queSqonnaire'needs expansion. But how_far to expand it? We may echo this

-

question by taffTering with someone else's title and ask: How far should attempts

at explaining the ciolinguistic variable go? If individual variaticn can 6e

explained in terms of S or gen'eration or gender and so on, the answer is: Not

far at all. Howeve. if (as the:case.here) it can not,my answer (and the

second implication) is: expand th questioning, though not necessarilS; the.

9 1



questionnaire, as far as is necessary to obtain the explanation that makes

intuitive sense, to produce those inductive elements obtainable by trispection:-

or introspection?--rather than by qOantification% Questionnaires such as

BrooV,et al. (1972) with slightly more than 100 questions (many containlng

subdivisions) become unwieldy,.tire the respandent (to the point where through

-negative feelings toward the test inslrument, the responses themselves,may get

falzified?), and produce, in any event, something which Ornstein tAmself notes

(1978:160) is an "extensive 'correlational matrix'" that is, "mind boggling .

and not conducive to easy analysis." lo the answer must sometimes be a trans-

cendence of the instrument to the extent necessary to learn why neighbors differ.

Ornstein notes (1978:160) tilt to.discover and inteEpret-the implications of

"the statistics and neat rJws of columns with their impressive apparatilq, tihe
,

ddition of humanistic data and insights is also necessary . . . ." Quite so;

it is sometimes even necessary to get to know one's respondents.

For just,one example of how getting to know one's respondents wbuld 6ve

helped resolve an important unanswered 'question whose glassing over constitutes

an unfortunate moment in an otherWise impressIve Wetime of research, I neet

only ,turri to a recent (1977) piece by Wellace Lambert, "The Effects of Bilfrigual-.

ism on the Individual: 'Cognitive and.Sociocultural Consequences,," ill which are

1 discussed, among other things, some findings from an earlier research project_ 4
.

of his (Aellen and Lambert, 1969).

\ .

Here Lambert reports on adjustments made by.the offspring Of mixed rerrfages
,

4A
.. *, t ,.

in Montreal, and How the adolescents studied'identify ethnically. He and Aellen .

, \

sought to learn whether...the demands made on such childrep, who are-"usually ex-
.

pected to 'learn the distinctive social and behavioral characteristics of the ..
0

o.

two cultures represented in their families:(1977:20) will necessarily generate
,

conflicts, or "whether the experience with two cultures possibly ,broid6ns and

liberalizes, the child . . . " (ibid.)- Such was undertaken by comparing large

numbers of male adolescent products of mixed Marriages with control *ups from
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both English-only and French-only marriages. Aelln arid, Lambert determined

that "the Orcfi le of characteristics of,the boys with mixed ethnic pai.entage
0

,is a healthy one-in 6ery respect and that "rather than developing a

Oivided allegi#nce or repressing one'or both aspeCts of their .backgrourid'.

theyapparently have developed a dual allegiance that permits them to identify

with both, their parents" (1977:21) and Wextensipn with both ethnic groups.

So far so gciod but in a subsequent paragraph lambert thNws his own conclusions

off balance by admitting that there were actually iwo general modes of adjustment' '

to a mixed ethnic background..' Only in one subgroup aid the 'subjects "incorporate

e
both ethnic streams of influence".which in any case re either modified by the

parents before they are passed on 'to their childre or are tempered by the

adaescents themselves, sci hat they are,less extrerire than those represented by

either of the major' reference groups." (1977:21-22) In the-other s,ubgroup,

subjects show themselves tobe the products' of the well-known "playgeound effect"

(for just onebof many examples,in the literature see Carroll Barber 1973) in that

"ihey tend to adapt their views to the predoriiinant tatures of' the a6zedem'c-
ri

culIural -environment in which they flnd thepselves. This form of adjbstment:is
0. .

\ 4
sugg,ested by the tendelcy of the mixed ethnic groups to -line,pp With the res-

..

Pective homogeneous groups.with 'whom tliey aUend highschnol, e.g., in their,chOices

of-the values they ,hope tp piss op to their own children, the personality trait*

ney see as desirable, and thetr_judgments of the relative attractiveness of

'Eng) t-st-Canadian or French-Canadian girls." (Lambert 1977:22)
k

flow the caused of'such.a division of the subjects into subgroups (those who

go against or with the grain of the "P)aygrouna effect") are clearly of interest

to the student of the sociol inguistics of bil ingual ism. Yet Lambert immediately

beggars his own ouestion .by stating: , "This illustratioti provides hope for bi-

cultural ity-in the sense that offspring of mixed-ethnic marriages a-ppeat' to pro-

fit from the dual cultural 'influences found in their families. Rather than

, 23
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cultural conflicts, we find well-adjusted young people with broad perspectives

who are comfortable ... " (ibid.) etc., ptc. Quite apart'from umbrage to be

taken at Lambert's cavalier dismissal, of one of his own research findings (tn-p

tentionally overlooked, perhaps, so as to reach a conclusion consOnant WW1
C.

liberal or, in the Canadian political context,,Liberal sentiment), as

linguists who are intenested in motivatiun and cause as well as result and

applicability we can only regret that Lamber:t made no4afiempt to determine

40fr

what caused'one subgroup to turn out one way) the other another way. Lambel
.

of

eartier1provides a pos'sible clue in the form of a suggestion (following A:I. Gor-
,

don, 1966, ahd J.F. Saucier,'1965) that

. the children of mixed ethnic marriages may face other
ties to the extent that their parents . . . may have married outside
their ethnic group because of fersonal instabilittand immaturity . .

[and may have.] relatively strong feelipgs of alienation, self-hatred,

and worthlessness; and are disorganized and deMoralized . . . On the

other hand, people may intermOry . ... because. they have developed

essentially healthy attitudes and orientations which are nonetheless
'inappropriate within their own ethnic group, making intermarriage with
a sympathetic outsider pfarticularly 'attractive. (1977:20)

Lambert suggests (but does not follow'Up on) the possibility that thy

children of.tbe first group "might well find it difficult to identiq with their

parents" and might thus be even mire receptive than the wierage child to "play--
.

4
ground" influences; perhaps to the extent that they would over-identify with onel

ethnic group or the other; he also.mentions the possibility, uninvestigated, that
0 ..

:

offspring of the,setond group might be "particularly well trainea in tolerance

and openmindedness " (1977:20) A lesired follow-up to the Aellen/Lambert .

, ,

study would-want to base itself on some sort of narrowly-gauged perlopal,back-

groundquestionnaire along with an attempt by the investigator to "get to knOw"

the re4ondents. Among possible lines of investigation (both questionnaii-e-
,

bound and interview-elicitable): can preference for one parent over the other

be tied in with allegiance to that parent's group of ethnic origin? Does

ethnically-based rejection by one parOnt's relaiives guarantee that the.language

94
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of the home will be that. of the .other parent' s, ethnic group or that the 9ffspring'

' witl show strong preference for the ethnic group bc the' non-,rejectin6, relatives?

Are a certain number of frienoships,with other pr ducts of mixed Marrages neck-

sary to brin9 about Lambert' i cherished dual-al egiance ,phenomenon oYi it ."

8

possible flor mixed-marriage bffspri4 to develop dual-allegiance even Oile

A associating.primarily or solely with mono-ethnic 'children? Is dual-all'egiance*

less the product of environment (whether familial or.neighborhood) than of

personality type, (granting that inevitably the relatfonshtp-tetween "perspnality'.

and "envtronment" is a complex one-'-perhaps the best way .to test this tiypothesis

is;to7determine whether children of the same family or, better Yet, twin children
.

.
,

. .-

of the same.seX can develop differing ethnolinguistic allegiance patterns)?
, . .

'These and similan questions couid have 6een asked by Lambert.. These and.

similar questetitr.can'be asked liy all researchers seeHng to get to the root
.

causes of language-.attitudes andlOgliage bLhavior. Human behavior js complex,

bilingual human behavior inevitably more so. A full '6preCiation of such a corn-
,

.

plex phenomenon can only result frbm 4 serious attempt to interest oneself in.

the psycho-history as well as the Statistical data of our subjects, even at:

the "risk" of forsaicing. what Robert St. Clair. (1980, in press) has termed "the

posi-tivistic quest for.consistency," and for which he suggests the Temedy.of

"symbolic interactiondl ism [which] allows diversity io thrive within a family
el

resemblance 'model. and asumes that people have dWerent repertoires of cogni-
.

tive strategies which they employ in defining the context of-a situation."

. ,

By definition a questionnaire- is a finite measuring instrument; inevitably .

4

, then, 'for c'eastio.n.to be understood and complexity fully presented, the question-
.

naire must be transcended. Only thus can wd have progress in relational b-

lingualisi or in any other sociolinguistic approach. Even the best socio-

linguistics offen suffers from the failing of so much social science: the dis-
. geso

covery of striking facts whose significance is untlear precisely, because the

95 t.
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underlying sOcial phenomenon is morp compleic than the experipepters', theories
. , ... .
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. . admit. Or the phenomenon may be very.si'mply, yet-remain undisCovere'd Merely

because the testing ,instrument lid no slot for it to fill.,
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;As Ornstein mentions4(r978:160): A . . '...our team M. .- identified 79
variables . . . Ebut] all variables isiould not be gonsidered for this type-13c
(Pearson product-movement correlation)* analysis:becadse of'the manner

f
in which

the coding dnd card-punching was performed." '
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